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The Nimbus I1 medium resolution infrared radiometer (MRIR) experirrt3nt 
pmvided data f o r  the period of Pby 15 to  July 29, 1966. The n-easurerruents 
Within the 15 micron carbon dioxide absorption band were processed by a 
large computer and printed s11 map form as polar stereographic and Ivlercator 
pmjeatfons. 93x1 influence on the masuremnts by middle and upper tropos- 
pheric cloud system was eliminated by automtic  application of'a specif'ic 
correction modelusingthe sirmltaneous m a s w m n t s  of the 10 - 11 n d c q  
window channel for the needed cloud top height information. 
The series of horizontal stratospheric temperature patterns that can 
be derived from these measuremnts QoVers the northern hemisphere i n  late 
rw spring and early surmer as well as the southern hemisphere i n  late fa l l  and 
early winter seasons. The northern hemispheric stratosphere exhibits its 
very stable summerly temperature m@m, while i n  the southern hemisphere, 
c 
the stratospheric circulation is characterized by a continuous intensification 
of the cold polar vortex. The mst striking phenomnon is an obvious asyrrmetry 
of the southern hemispheric temperature distribution with a warm cell mving 
cyclonically around the pole over the N&er midlatitudes during the first 
par t  of the period of m a s m m n t .  This apparently causes a remarkable 
asymmetry in the cooling pattern observed over the two mnths period, the 
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maxim coollng of 15OK being located at 55 - 60° rather than Over 
* centml Antarctica, 
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. .  STRA'UXPHERIC !EXWFJWW PATI1;;;RNS DERIVED F'ROM NIMBUS I1 MEWUl3ENNfS 
r 
INTRomm10N 
Qle of the f ive Nimbus I1 mdium resolution infrared l?adiomter 
(MIUR) detectors was sensitive over a spectrdl interval approxlmately 
two ndcrons wide, centered within the 45 mLcron carbon dioxide absorption 
band (14 - 16 micron = 720-630cm'l) , (hf . 1). 
As a p s u l t ,  the 'rwWmm$mtributions t o  the outgoing radiance cam 
from atmspheric layers at hei@;hts between 15 and 20 kilorreter (2) . Thus 
the integrated radiation temperatures were influenced not only by the lwer 
s t r a tospkr i c  but, in low latitudes, by the upper tropospheric carbon 
dioxide as well. In the presence of dense hi@ clouds, the tropospheric 
emissiorrp i a  replaced by the lesser emission of, the colder cloud result ing 
in 1ower.Mance o r  lower equivalent black body temperature. Therefore, - 
the pattern of cloud systems is superinposed upon the stratospheric tempera- 
I 
ture pattern (Fig. 1) and & t o  be eliminated when deriving the stratospheric 
temperature distribution from these masuremnts. 
The possibil i ty of deriving stratospheric temperature patterns f r o m  
15 micron nreasuremnts was successfully shown with the TIROS VI1 experiment (3). 
I h  #hat erperimefit, 
because of a smaller spectral rarge, the cloud attenuation was con- 
siderably smller (although s t U 1  detectable i n  the tropics), and a high 
A 
correlation of the derived temperature patterns with those derived f r o m  
. conventional radiosonde measurements was established (4) a However, the 
orbi ta l  c o n f i p t i o n . o f  TIROS V I 1  did not provide masurenrents over the 
polar regions. Also, because of a poor signal-to-noise ratio averages over 
at least 'several  days had t o  be computed 60 derive maps ( 5 ) ;  The NWus If 
g;uaai-polar orbik and ctral ran@ of the MRIR 15 nd 
eliminated these disadvantages and resulted in a continuous series of 
daily global stratospheric ten-prature patterns, !&e first  resul ts  from 
these maps will be brief ly  reported here. ' 
1 
The out@ing radiances for the spectral regions and the spectral 
, response of the Nimbus II, 10 - 11 micron and 15 micron channels were ; 
computed f m m  the radiative transfer equation for 7 mdsl atmspheres, 
for 4 different nadir angles, and for clear sky conditions and cloud - 
tops at 9 different alt i tudes (6), From these calculations, corrections 
were determined which eliminated the attenuation of the ~twindow" 
measuremepts by ozone and water vapor. The corrections were used t o  
derive cloud top tenqeratures from these measuremnts assuming black 
body radiation. tfhe derived cloud top temperatures were interpreted 
as cloud top heights by mans of, the proper standard atmsphere (COESA). 
The corrections of the 15 mLcron channel mxmremnts were applied to 
each single scan spot, 
( 
Due to the late spring and early s m e r  season the mrthern hemisphere 
does not exhibit marked temperature changes during the period of May 15 
thmugh July 24. The temperature distribution during this period is 
by the w m  center over the North Pole and a 
slight meridional temperature gradient. The temperature pattern is almost 
symmetrical around the pole, the wannest temperature on May 21, 1966 wa8 
2 3 ? O K ,  238OK'was observed on July 24, the irmn temperatwe of 240°K 
wcurred asound July 1, 1966 (Fig, 2) e 
'The Mercator maps reproduced in Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate remark- 
ably stable temperature conditions over the tropical regions throughout the 
ten-week period and the slight warming over the higher northern mid- 
latitudes, The southern hemisphere, however, is characterized by pro- 
* - #  , 
nounced zonal temperature gradients at the beginning of the period. These 
decrease with time while the meridional gradientsdacrease due t o  
the continuous cooling over the higher southem latitudes. Details of 
these processes can be studied by means of the southern hemispheric maps 
(fig* 5-91, 
On May 21, 1966 the southern polar vortex is already well established 
and located over the South Pole where it remains throughout the period of 
observation, Its temperature structure is, however, asyrrenetric in the 
beginning. Stronger tmperature gradients toward arad pronowed wann 
centers over the South Atlantic and southern Indian Ocean characterize the ' 
temperature distribution in Figure 5. 20 days later (Fig. 6 )  the tempera- 
ture asymnetry is almost reversed, the warmer mid-latitudes and the strong 
tenqxrature gradients now being shifted t m d  the Australian and western 
Pacific side of the hentlisphefe. Meambile, the c6ld air center cooled by 
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5 O K .  Another 20 days later (Fig.7) the temperature Over the South Pole 
dropped by 4 more degrees and the hemispheric temperature distribution 
became syrrmetric around the Pole. This si tuat ion was maintained u n t i l  
July 24 (Fig. 8), The cool iq  of the Antasctic stratosphere slowed down 
The net temperature change throu&out the entire two-month period 
(Fig. 9) shows maxlma of more than 15'K cooling south of Africa and the 
Indian Oceanwhile the cooling over the Antarctic continent is consider= 
ably smaller, This disp?acement of the center of cooling toward sub- 
polar latitudes Seems t o  indicate a high contribution of dynamic processes 
t o  the observed caoUng pattern rather than radiative heat loss being 
the only governing factor i n  the southern hemispheric winter stratosphere. 
, 
These examples again present evidence of the feasibil i ty of remote 
sensing and global mapping of stratospheric temperatures fkwn satellite 
altitudes, and they also prove the usefulness of the applied model t o  
correct for the observed cloud effect  by multi-channelmeasurements. An 
atlas of all daily maps for the entire Nimbus I1 lifetime is Mer pre- 
parmtiorr. 
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